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Case Study : SME Lending
India’s Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) accounts for 45% of industrial output and
40% of the total exports. It generates employment for 60 million people and creates 1.3
million jobs every year.
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However, in spite of its contribution to the socio-economic growth of India, SMEs face lack
of capital due to inadequate access to finance and credit.

Challenges faced in paper based process

Expensive

Compliance
High cost of paper process – Signing,
courier, storage, physical verification of
documents takes up time, employee effort
and is expensive.
.

High TAT
Having many borrowers/guarantors sign the
same document leads to wastage of time,
taking it 5+ days of close one case.
The disbursement process is slow; may lead to
drop offs as other SME lenders digitize their
processes.

Increased cost of legal compliance –
Additional cost to manage documents,
procure stamp papers & ensure
compliance and lack of errors

Extra workers
Additional employees to manage and
verify documents and data inputs.

is actively helping Banks, NBFCs and Fintechs to solve
this problem for SMEs by providing unique, secure and
scalable eSign and Instant Stamping solutions.

NO MORE PAPERWORK!

Impact of our Solutions
Quick and Easy
eSign < 30 seconds, Immediate
disbursement possible

Increase Productivity

Unique Workflow
Multiple co-borrowers, guarantors (no limit) can
sign the same loan documents digitally – Secure,
Legal and Enforceable documents

Physical Documents
No need of physical collection,
scanning or storage of documents

Siemens Financial and others
increased their Operational efficiency
by 90% & reduced cost by 100x

Secure
Reduced exposure of sensitive data –
encrypted data with Leegality

Enhanced Experience
Enhanced customer experience - improving
brand recollection and referrals to other
SMEs

Clients who always think of us when they
need to stamp and sign any document!

+200 more
‘‘Leegality has made our onboarding processes seamless, and significantly quicker and cheaper. In addition to the
very configurable eSign features, the Stamping feature has enabled us to go truly digital while onboarding our
business correspondents while also ensuring complete legal compliance. The Leegality team is always available
for on-call and on-site support, which has made using Leegality very convenient for my team.’’
-Anshoo Sharma (Airtel - Head Legal)

